Use 3 of these techniques to describe this image.

- adjective
- simile
- metaphor
- short sentences
LO:

To **understand** the language Reeve uses to portray our character of Shrike.

To **analyse** the effect that is created when language is used.

**Catch up so far...**
Copy the quote down and label where these features are used.

Two beams of pale green light stabbed towards them, filled with dancing water droplets.
"HESTER," grated a metal voice.

personification   adjectives   metaphor
Now we need to analyse **what effect** these features create.

What it makes **you think**?
How it makes **you feel**?
What **image it creates**?

Two beams of pale green light stabbed towards them, filled with dancing water droplets. "**HESTER,**" grated a metal voice.
Two beams of pale green light stabbed towards them, filled with dancing water droplets. "HESTER," grated a metal voice.

Makes me feel like it is zombies or the undead

adjectives

Makes me think that if the water is dancing that Tom and Hester are being played with by Shrike. It's all a game.

personification

Creates an image of a threatening machine that has been damaged but won't give up.

metaphor